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Thesis Points:


Additional patents acquired and effective for
coming settlements



Additional royalties will boost the growth



Patent Platform in Q2 2015

Company Description:
Marathon Patent Group Inc., incorporated on February 23, 2010, is engaged in the business to acquire patents and patent
rights and to monetize the value of those assets to generate revenue and profit for the Company. The Company acquires
patents and patent rights from their owners, who range from individual inventors to Fortune 500 companies. Generally,
the patents and patent rights that the Company acquires are characterized by having large identifiable companies who are
or have been using technology that infringes on the Company’s patents and patent rights. The Company generally
monetizes its portfolio of patents and patent rights by entering into license discussions, and if that is unsuccessful,
initiates enforcement activities against any infringing parties with the objective of entering into a standard form of
comprehensive settlement and license agreement that may include the granting of non-exclusive retroactive and future
rights to use the patented technology, a covenant not to sue, a release of the party from certain claims, the dismissal of
any pending litigation and other terms that are appropriate in the circumstances.
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Thesis
Marathon group is looking for opportunity as it develops
patents and licenses intellectual properties. The company
patent acquisition and monetization generates revenues
through diverse patent licensing programs across
multiple industries. MARA is a very dynamic IP
company that had increased significantly its portfolio of
patents during year 2014 only from 118 patents at the
begging of the year and ended with 378 patents across 19
portfolios. The management is very dynamic with an
experienced team with track record of success in patent
asset monetization. The company just hired two IP
specialist in licensing agreement that would augment and
maximize return with the current patents portfolio.
From 2013 to 2014 the company focused on adding
patent to their portfolio and now have asset that cover
14 distant areas of technologies including approximately
49% of the patent covering foreign jurisdiction. The
growth in revenue is about 15% and his promised to be
about 22% for 2015. The interesting part is about 12
patents that have been depreciated in about 11 months,
and will start to generate a net positive return. The
company has been created in 2012 and was not mature
last years in the life cycle with negative revenue of
negative $300,000 in 2013 because of expensive
acquisition of intellectual properties in 2013. The current
situation with $3.4 million in revenue. In addition the
recent bond debt of $50 million permitted the
acquisition of a wholly owned operating subsidiaries with
260 patents and patents right. The company is moving
forward to target the world of patents with the lunch of
OPUS patent analysis Platform, their own proprietary IP
analysis offering. The cash position of the company is
growing with 5.1 million in cash and approximately 17.8
million weighed shares outstanding.

members in their team with two new experts in patents
and how to exploit their expertise in patents litigation
and profiling by their OPUS platform.

A Fast Addition of royalties in a small
competitors environment.
Network-1 Technologies, Inc. has a market capitalization
of 96.3M with 5.1 million in cash and no debt. The
company has revenue growth YoY of 15.4% with a gross
profit that is increasing over the last three years and
reached 3.1 million during the last quarter.

The revenue of Marathon come from infringement of
the patents those are exploitable in royalties for the most
part with MARA group but with court litigation. The
revenue diversification with multiple potential licensees
with currently 76 defendants, Marathon currently has
thirty two defendants scheduled for Markman Hearing
throughout the remainder of 2015 Marathon currently
has fourteen 14 defendants scheduled for trial in 2016.

A very well diversified portfolio
The portfolio is well diversified in very active segments
such as medical tech that account for 47% and with very
little ownership in segment but with very high
profitability with 1% of total acquisition with the
automobile segments. For example MARA is going in
court in 2015 for a possible agreement with Apple Inc.

Patents management very active
MARA is very focus on the increase of the exploration
of the patent currently in the portfolio, in 2014 only 70
patents were representing most of generation of revenue
with a total of 378 patents, it represent confortable
average margin between the 45% to 55%. The increase
in exploitable asset is predictable by the addition of for
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The portfolio is geographically weighted in the world
with 49% in the U.S and 51% in the rest of the world.
This would bring additional business especially with the
newly acquired subsidiaries company.
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The company is very good at monitoring its future asset
in proportion with 62% of them that are already
reinforced before technically owning them. The relation
with patents owner is key in the business model of the
company. This gives MARA a competitive advantage
with its biggest competitors NTIP that we already
analyzed in Marsh 2015. The OPUS platform is highly
scalable hybrid model allows for concurrent multiple
revenue streams without significant increases in
overhead cost.

OPUS the Software as a Service (SaaS) platform for
patent referencing and therefore possible negotiation to
exploit the infringement. The platform as an entry price
of $99 per month targeting towards IP investors or those
looking for solely the Alpha Score rating. A $299 offer
targeting finance professional, inventors and companies
developing IP to evaluate applicable industry patent
coverage. Finally, targeted towards the sophisticated IP
professional. Those possible entries of revenue by this
platform are considerable and therefore represent an
interesting entry in a fast growing market.

Valuation

A highly scalable model

The valuation on the next page assumes a year over year
growth rate in revenue of 50% for FY2015, 55% for
FY2016. It assumes a conservative long term growth rate
of 3.2% and multiples lower than the peer group. It
assumes that total operating costs will be 77.7% of the
revenues in FY2014, will decrease to 78.4% FY2015 to
reach a long term of 78% which is lower than every peer.
MARA is mispriced due to poor coverage,
misunderstanding of the industry and MARA quality
patent portfolio with pending lawsuit development with
several Fortunes companies. Based on these
assumptions, the 1 year target price of $9.5 seems to be a
fair valuation compared to $12 dollar of two
independent analysts published on Bloomberg.

The OPUS business model to provide new revenue
streams in September 2015, the market target financial
professional and investors, IP and legal professional with
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Conclusion
MARA is financially solid compared to other intellectual
property companies. MARA has an interesting existing
portfolio of patents especially with the new patents
acquired in 2013. Investors are either not aware of the
company because of recent creation of the company in
2012, the last Quarter represent an interesting entry with
future positive revenue at a fast growth level.
The next law injunction would represent the next market
movement. In June 18, 2015 in Munich a possible
settlement would occur. On may 27, 2015 a Thalomid
drug patent decision. And finally with APPL on June 26,
in Syracuse, New York for the SIRI infringement. The
objectives are to have a settled before it goes, to trial.
Finally, MARA is showing an increasing number of
exposures after the APPL decision and should see an
increase in volume during those days. The insider
position since the last months had increased by 50% on
average.
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